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Did you know?
• Pools lose 92% of their heat through

the waters surface, with the remaining 8% 
lost through the walls and floors.

• Water lost through evaporation from an 
uncovered pool can equal twice that pool’s 
entire volume of water each year.

• A pool cover will extend your solar heated 
pool swimming season.

• A pool cover will halve your running costs 
when using a gas heater or heat pump.

• A pool cover will save you money
on chemicals.

Why cover your pool?
A pool cover is an essential accessory for swimming 
pools, offering both functional and environmental 
advantages. It significantly reduces evaporation, leading 
to water conservation, which is especially crucial in 
regions facing water scarcity. Less evaporation also 
means a decreased need to replenish the pool with 
fresh water and chemicals, saving resources and 
reducing chemical use.

For heated pools, a cover retains warmth, therefore 
reducing energy consumption and the associated 
greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel heaters. 

This energy-saving attribute not only diminishes one’s 
carbon footprint but also results in substantial cost 
savings over time.

By incorporating a pool cover, pool owners are making 
an environmentally responsible choice, contributing to 
water and energy conservation while also enjoying the 
practical benefits of cleaner and safer pool water.

At Sunbather, we offer a wide range of pool covers to 
suit various pool environments. Browse our pool cover 
selection today and start enjoying the benefits of water 
savings and a more energy-efficient pool.

Rollers Benefits
One of the most significant issues when covering a 
pool is where does the cover go? A roller not only 
stores and protects your cover but also makes its  
use so much easier. 

We have roller solutions to suit any situation.  
Whether you want it kept on a wall, under a seat, 
wheeled away or completely hidden underground. 

Although our rollers are fully compatible with most 
Thermal and Bubble covers, we highly recommend 
using a Sunbather cover matched with one of our 
rollers for superior longevity and reliability.

Climate Care Certified 
We’re dedicated to conserving the natural 
environment. Our systems are manufactured 
using sustainable processes and deliver water 
savings, energy efficiency, and reliability. All 
Climate Care Certified products undergo  
third-party testing.

Founded in Melbourne in 1974, Sunbather quickly 
became a leader in the Solar Pool Heating industry. 
Sunbather’s commitment to innovation has earned 
the company recognition as the most awarded 
pool heating and covers company in Australia, as 
acknowledged by industry experts. Our focus on 
cutting-edge technology and exceptional customer 
service has allowed us to consistently deliver  
high-quality products that exceed expectations. 

Sunbather

Quality matters
Quality and reliability are critical. Our products 
are built to the highest standard utilising 
carefully selected high-grade materials and 
premium finishes.

Designed & built in Australia
Servicing Australia and New Zealand, Sunbather 
continue to engineer and manufacture pool 
systems right here in Australia.



Discover unparalleled excellence with  
our Thermal Pool Covers, providing superior heat 
retention, durability, aesthetic, and cost-savings. 

Did you know an uncovered heated swimming pool can 
lose double its water volume over a year? Our Thermal 
Pool Covers are here to counter this issue—saving up 
to 99% of water loss and retaining twice the amount of 
heat compared to alternative covers. 

Designed specifically for heated pools, our thermal 
covers offer efficient temperature regulation without 
generating excess heat on hot days. Furthermore, 
they protect your pool from debris and sunlight that 
can cause algae growth. This means you’ll need fewer 
chemicals to keep your pool clean, leading to further 
savings.

Renowned for their robust durability, our Thermal 
Pool Covers are crafted to withstand the test of 
time, outlasting many other options on the market. 

They are constructed with Sunbather’s UV stabilised 
foam, featuring a unique crosslinked cell structure 
that delivers remarkable strength and flexibility. 
This foam is adeptly encased between a woven top 
and a waterproof bottom sheet, ensuring optimal 
performance. Their compact and lightweight design 
allows for effortless rolling when not in use. 

To harmonize with your pool’s aesthetic, we offer a 
sophisticated color palette including dark blue, light 
blue, and silver grey.

Invest in our Thermal Pool Cover today and enjoy 
superior savings, outstanding performance, and 
enhanced sustainability.

Thermal Pool Covers 
Ideal for heated pools

• Sunbather Thermal Covers carry the Smart  
Approved Watermark and are Climate Care Certified.

• 2000 micron (2mm); 4000 micron (4mm) thickness’s 
for high strength.

• Excellent heat & thermal capabilities, keeping  
pools warmer.

• They are arguably the best water saving device  
you can install in a home.

Features & Benefits Options

Colours

MID BLUE  LIGHT BLUE  
4mm 2mm 4mm 4mm

DARK BLUE  GREY

Protective Edging 40mm (Sewn) 

Rope & Eyelet Hinge 

Trailing End

Leading End

Wind Edge Curved

 Wind Edge Straight

 Sewn Hinge



Automatic CVX Covers 
Ideal for heated pools

Under Deck Tubular RollerOn Deck Tubular Roller
StandardStandard Cantilever Bracket

Installation Options

Heavy Duty

Heavy Duty

Pit Beam & Tray Assembly

CREAM WHITE ARCTIC BLUE

SILEX [LIGHT] GREY STEEL [DARK] GREY

• 24v Tube motor (built into roller tube)

• Ideal for smaller pools, special designs and 
pools with low freeboard or high water lines 

• Key switch control.

• Stainless steel cantilever brackets which eliminate 
the need for a beam and raised step over the pit. 
This allows for a 'same level' surface right around 
the pool and a standard freeboard

• 24v Tube motor (built into roller tube) 

• Suitable for the in-floor option or larger pools

• Key switch control
• Available on request

• Suitable for in-seat or in-floor installations

• Includes fibreglass pit lid

• 24v powered 200mm diameter roller with 
forward and reverse operating switch

• Connected to 240v mains with step down 
transformer to 24v motor

• 100mm x 100mm square end supports with 
base plate are fixed to the pool coping

• Key switch control

Features
• Turn of a key to deploy or remove cover

• Patented CVX foam-filled slats

• Hail resistant

• Multiple installation options available

• Save water, heat, chemicals and money

• Eliminates water evaporation by up to 99%

Top Mount

Mount the cover and roller drive 
mechanism on top of the pool deck.

Suitable for retrospective  
installations.

Cantilever Pit Lid

Mount the cover and roller drive 
mechanism in a water filled pit 
outside the pool and under a 
removable lid that is level with the 
pool deck. 

This option requires cantilever 
brackets to support the lid.

In-Floor

Mount the cover and roller drive 
mechanism under water in a  
pit below the pool floor with a fibre-
glass or stainless steel lid.

Pit Lid - stainless steel,  
fibreglass or tiled.

Raised Pit Canopy

Mount the cover and roller drive 
mechanism in a water filled pit 
outside the pool and under an 
elevated canopy with a removable lid 
that must be made of timber with a 
concrete or steel beam.

Colour options

In-Seat

Mount the cover and roller drive 
mechanism under water in a pit with 
a fibre-glass or stainless steel lid that 
forms a pool seat.

Seat Lid - stainless steel,  
fibreglass or tiled.

Experience unmatched convenience with our premium 
European-engineered Automatic CVX Covers, meticulously 
designed to be the easiest pool cover to use. With a simple 
key turn, the quiet, motorised roller effortlessly deploys 
and retracts the cover, eliminating the need for manual 
rolling, ensuring a hassle-free pool experience. These 
innovative covers redefine pool security and ease of use.

The CVX foam-filled slats are built for durability, capable  
of withstanding extreme weather conditions, from hail  
to freezing temperatures. This sturdy construction helps  
in keeping your pool cleaner by preventing debris and  
algae growth, ultimately reducing maintenance efforts  
and expenses.

 For added peace of mind, consider engineering and 
constructing your pool with a CVX Cover security ledge. 
This feature is designed for family safety, robust enough to 
support an adult, providing an additional layer of security.

The CVX Cover excels in energy efficiency and water 
conservation, too. Its superior insulation dramatically 
reduces heat loss and virtually eliminates water evaporation, 
leading to significant savings on energy, water and chemical 
costs. Our commitment to the environment is reinforced by 
our Climate Care Certification for these covers.

Customise your pool experience with Sunbather’s wide 
range of design options. Choose from above or below 
deck models available in various colours to seamlessly 
complement your pool’s aesthetics.



Our Winter Mesh Covers are the ideal solution for 
pool owners seeking low maintenance and peace of 
mind during the colder months. 

Made of lightweight yet durable woven material, 
these covers fit snugly over your pool, ensuring 
water remains pristine, free from leaves, dirt, 
and debris. By keeping out sunlight, they also 
combat the growth of algae, further reducing your 
maintenance chores.

Beyond just cleanliness, these covers play an 
integral role in safeguarding pool equipment. They 
help prevent baskets from clogging with leaves 
and deter ducks and small animals from seeking 
refuge in your pool. Additionally, by minimizing 
water evaporation by up to 50%, they contribute to 
significant water conservation, saving you both time 
and money.

With a straightforward attachment method, our 
Winter Mesh Covers promise quick and easy 
application and removal. More than just a practical 
tool, they offer pool owners invaluable reassurance, 
knowing that even when the pool isn’t the focus, it 
remains protected and well-maintained.

Bubble covers act as passive solar heaters, their translucent 
properties allowing sunlight to penetrate and warm the 
water beneath. Once warmed, the cover retains a portion of 
this warmth, adding an extra touch of comfort to your pool 
during the warmer months.

While bubble covers may not match the effectiveness of 
Thermal or Automatic CVX covers in preventing heat loss, 
they stand alongside all our covers in excelling at reducing 
up to 99% evaporation. This feature of water conservation 
is not only environmentally responsible but also results in a 
decrease in chemical consumption, making bubble covers a 
smart choice.

Opting for a bubble cover is an affordable choice that aids 
in conserving water, reducing chemical use, and offering a 
slight temperature elevation during the warmer seasons, 
making it a beneficial addition to your pool.

Winter Mesh Covers 
Ideal for leafy pools / winter protection

Bubble Covers 
Ideal for non-heated pools

Cover Range
• Lightweight super strong woven material

• Keeps out leaves, dirt and debris

• Reduces algae growth

• Quick and easy to use

Features & Benefits

Colours

BLUEBLACK GREEN TAN GREY

CVX Slat Covers Thermal Bubble Winter Mesh

Increases water temp.  
Ideal for non-heated pools

Retains water temp.  
Ideal for heated pools     

Reduces evaporation & chemical usage       

Reduces algae growth

Suitable for freeform pools

Protects pool from dirt and leaves    

Safety cover 
Supports weight of adult, child or pet  

*

Roller compatible

Fully automated

Semi automated 
Only with selected rollers

  No protective Overcover required  
When cover is off pool/on roller

Climate Care Certified  
 *

Smart Approved Watermark  
*

Features & Benefits

*Selected Models



Domestic Rollers
DownUnder Hidden Roller

One of the most significant issues when covering  
a pool is where does the cover go? A roller not only 
stores and protects your cover but also makes its  
use so much easier. 

We have roller solutions to suit any situation.  
Whether you want it kept on a wall, under a seat, 
wheeled away or completely hidden underground. 

Although our rollers are fully compatible with most 
Thermal and Bubble covers, we highly recommend  
using a Sunbather cover matched with one of our  
rollers for superior longevity and reliability.

If you are after a premium roller with a discrete 
architectural finish, all while maximising your pool area, 
look no further than our award-winning Downunder Roller 
series. 

Our Downunder Rollers hide out of sight, leaving your pool 
area’s aesthetics uninterrupted by bulky poolside rollers. 
A precision-finished aluminium lid hides the Downunder’s 
robust stainless-steel roller underneath your deck, 
concrete or paved area. 

Platinum Roller

GDT Roller

DDL Wall Mounted

GD Seat Roller

SSW Roller

In-Deck/Pit

AR Wall Roller

DDT Bench/Box Roller

In-Ground
DownunderDownunder

AR Ground Roller

GROUND MANUALMOBILE MANUALFIXEDWALL GROUND MANUALMOBILE GROUND MANUALFIXED

GROUND MANUALFIXED MOVABLE
GEAR  

ASSISTEDGROUND SEMI-AUTOWALL FIXED GROUND SEMI-AUTOFIXED

SEMI-AUTO SEMI-AUTOIN-GROUND IN-GROUNDFIXED FIXED



Call Sunbather’s highly experienced team today.
Find out how we can help you with all your pool cover needs.

AUSTRALIAN MADE

1800 228 437

sunbather.com.au

COVERSHEAT PUMPSSOLAR HEATING GAS HEATING ROLLERS

HEAD OFFICE  
2174 Frankston-Flinders Rd,  
Hastings Victoria 3915  
 
T: 03 5979 5777  
E: info@sunbather.com.au

 
SA  
PO Box 2078  
Morphettville SA 5048  
 
M: 0419 033 930  
E: sa@sunbather.com.au

 

QLD  
25 Industrial Crescent, 
Willawong, QLD 4110 
  
T: 07 3806 5909  
E: info@sunbather.com.au

 
WA  
Midvale, WA, 6056  
 
T: 1300 669 047  
E: wa@sunbather.com.au

NSW  
Unit 5, 6 Gladstone Road  
Castle Hill, NSW 2154 

T: 02 9894 7550  
E: info@sunbather.com.au

 
NZ  
Unit 1, 18 Corinthian Drive,  
Albany, Auckland New Zealand 0632 
  
M: +64 21 0233 2600  
E: justin@sunbather.co.nz

NSW FAIR TRADING LICENCE NO: 26792C
QBCC LICENCE NO: 1538 6317


